Why this colloquium?
Political geography remains a relatively closed discipline in the francophone countries and is most clearly developed in the English speaking world (cf. the journal *Political Geography*). This colloquium aims to take stock of a research direction which derives, variably, from geopolitics, from human geography, and from other social sciences, particularly political science.

Objectives
The idea of arriving at a common definition of this discipline seems hard to achieve even useless. This colloquium aims a more reasonable objective would be to sketch out a set of major themes. These themes are not necessarily new, but most of them have been profoundly reworked in the course of the twentieth century. Accordingly the organizers of this event would like to:
- Situate research carried out in political geography.
- Underline the hiatus between the relatively marginal position of this discipline and the increasing demand for information and analytic skills with respect to the political aspects of space.
- Bring together the scientific community concerned with themes of space and power (whether they be geographers or not) and to promote professional connections within it.

The Themes
Proposals for papers can develop one or several of these themes. They will accordingly be integrated into the plenary sessions, or into the workshops.

- **The State.** The state, which was the central focus of what might be called the ‘first’ political geography (from F. Ratzel to N. Pounds) is put in question today. Between the two poles of hollowing out and redeployment, its role is often seen as a diminishing one. Is this a purely neo-liberal view or an objective reading of globalized space? If one agrees that weakening is indeed occurring, is it irremediable or transitory?

- **The frontier** is a theme quite as old as that of the State and is linked dialectically to it. Frontiers assume new forms that are tied to contemporary socio-economic change and to the imperatives of security.
Assuming a general weakening of the state, their role as barriers (United States/Mexico, etc.) appears – paradoxically – enhanced (immigration, security). How might one analyze this contradiction?

- **Territory** is a concept that has entered into widespread use more recently but has now become central. It poses several fundamental questions: its applicability, how it gets constructed through territoriosity, and those raised by the issue of jurisdictional partition. How might one judge its role between the two extremes of object of contestation and symbol of state power?

- **Agency** is a current focus of geopolitics (at the world scale), as it is in International Relations but also in Political Geography. Agency attaches to a huge variety of institutional forms: states and their local branches, inter-governmental and non-governmental organizations, firms, professional associations, as well as to more informal groups. At what scales do these agents act and what are their strategies? What resources do they call upon? And what forms do their contestation and cooperation assume?

- **Power** occupies a central position in International Relations and in geopolitics. But does it have a place in political geography? What exactly is meant by a geography of power? How does power structure space in order to facilitate its realization? On the other hand, how does space condition the exercise of power?

- **Democracy**: The question of power is clearly linked to that of democracy. Following Lévy, Badariotti and Bussi have been able to make this theme the basis of a 'new political geography.' So what are the implications of globalization for democracy? Or for a revolution in the political relations between agents?

- **Flows** are increasingly determinant in a world characterized by pervasive mobility. Material flows, as in the case of people and commodities, and immaterial ones like those of capital and information, underline the importance of networks and of mobility. Do they put the notion of territory in question or do they indicate the advent of a 'liquid society', to use Zygmunt Bauman’s expression?

- **Nature**: The connection with the natural environment is one of the earliest themes in political geography (Ratzel). Characterized initially by determinism, today it has been completely reworked. The development of political ecology is the best example of this. But does this mean that we are witnessing no more than a (periodic) return to research around environmental problematic?

- **The city** now occupies a more important place in contemporary political geography than it used to. The major themes are varied and multiscalar and include: the role of urban networks and of world cities, urban power and violence, urban governance, environment and lived space, etc. Is the urban a defensible scale of action in the logics of power or simply a scale of analysis?

- **General epistemology**: Several different approaches, each with its own distinct historical period, can be distinguished and examined: the functionalist or classical approach in political geography which is essentially represented by people working in the United States (from R. Hartshorne to N. Pounds); systems approaches as in the idea of world systems; modeling and quantitative work; and the post-modern approach, including post-colonial studies, minority studies, and the like. The question of a distinction between political geography and geopolitics also appears pertinent: Are they redundant terms, or quite different approaches? It would appear necessary to deconstruct them and to inquire into that very particular politics which has tied them together.

All these themes can be broached at three scales:

- **The macro**, or the global. Is research at the global level specific to geopolitics? Is the ‘clash of civilizations' an appropriate interpretive framework? What is the contribution of political geography to the understanding of globalization?

- **The meso**: The state and the region, along with spaces that are interstitial between the global and the local.

- **The micro**: The local and place. The local in an age of the global (glocalization). Is it a new scale for political geography? Key places and symbolic places as stakes in the competition between actors.
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